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Abstract.
Let G be an LCA group and h a Hilbert space, and let T(g) be
a function on G into the contractions on H. Let {a„} be a sequence of
probability measures on G. Under suitable conditions on 1\g) and the
sequence {on} we prove the strong convergence of the sequence Tn
— S T(g)o„(dg). In certain cases we identify the limiting operator.

Let G be an LCA group and %(G) the Borel sets of G. & will denote the class
of functions l(y) defined on G which are Fourier transforms of a probability
measure defined on ®(G). If {on}^=x is a sequence of such probability
measures, with limna„(y) = l(y) for Vy G G, we shall call the sequence l(y)amenable.
A set S G $(C7) is called amenable if 3 a nonnegative Borel measure u on
%(G) and a sequence {Sn} of Borel subsets of S such that

(i) p(B + g) = p(B) for every A G %G) and g G S,
(ii) 0 < p(Sn) < n = 1, 2, ...,
(iii) hmn^ p[(Sn + g)n Sn]/p(S„) = 1 for Vg G A.

If
1 i'<g,Y>=
ls(y) =

1,
for Vg G S,

0 otherwise,

then it is clear that ls G & and, in fact, if on(-) = p[Sn n (OlM'S'J, then
lim«^(Y) = (svy) for Vy G G.
Now let T(g) be a function defined
a Hilbert space. We shall assume that
of a positive definite valued function,
With these definitions we can state

on G whose values are contractions on
T(g) is positive definite. For a definition
see Foia§ and Nagy [2, p. 25].
our main result.

Theorem . Let G be an LCA group and H a Hilbert space. Let T(g) be a
positive definite function from G to the bounded operators on H such that T(e) is
the identity operator and T(g) is weakly continuous. Then
(i) T(g) is strongly continuous.
(ii) For a probability measure a on G the integral fG T(g)o(dg) exists strongly
and is a contraction operator on H.
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(iii) With every function l(y) E &is associated a contraction operator L on H
so that if {o-„}^Li is an l(y)-sequence of probability measures on G, then

Ll = strong-lim^
fG T(g)on(dg).
(iv) If S is an amenable set and T(g + g') = T(g) ■T(g')for g, g' E S, and
if {an}n=1 is an ls(y)-sequence
of probability
measures on G, then
strong-lim^^^ fG T(g)on(dg) = P§ where Pg is the orthogonal projection onto the

closed linear manifold S = {h E H\T(g)h = hfor\/g
Outline

E S).

of the proof. The use of the dilation theorem in [2, p. 25] will be

indicated by (*).
(i) as defined in (*) we have

\\[T(g) - T{g')]h\\2H= {[U{g) - U{g')]h,[T{g) - T{g')]h)K.
Now use Schwartz's
(ii) follows from (i).
(iii) Let E{-) be the
defined in (*)). Define
tion on K. Now let L

inequality and (*).
resolution

of the identity corresponding

for I E &: N = f^l(y)E(dy);

= PHN ; PH is the orthogonal
{on}n=x is an /(y)-sequence and h E H, then

to U{g) (as

clearly N1 is a contracprojection

onto H. If

2

Jg T{g)hon{dg)
~PHNlh
= (/c U{g)hon{dg)- N!h,Jc T{g)hon{dg)~ PHN'h)K
2

<

f U{g)hon{dg)
-N'h
JG

K

• 2 • 11,%.

Now use the same technique as in the proof of (*) to finish the proof.
(iv) We have to show that l!s = P§ (using (iii)). Since S is amenable the
sequence of probability measures pn(-) = fi{Sn n (•))/p(>S'„) is an /^-sequence.

Now let h E H and f E S; then

(h - l!'h,f)B =(h-

lim / T(g)hpn(dg),f)

= (h,f)H - lim -^

f (h,T*(g)f)Hlx(dg) = 0.

n^oo ft,(Sn)JSn

Therefore h - Llsh E (5)x. Now let g' E S; then
T(g')&h

= T(g') strong-lim
n—»oo

= lim IV^L
Therefore,

( T(g)hK(dg)

JG

T(g')T(g)h^(dg).
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Llsh - T(g')Llsh

Therefore,

l|z>/, - ngyi!*H„ - lim ||^/s,AR+8,
«^oc

r(g)«*)|fl

/t(A„)

Therefore A/s/z G A which together with /. - A/x/t G (5)x implies & = P§.

Q.E.D.
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